Due to an unforeseen circumstance, today’s bargaining session was cut short and the February 21 session was canceled.

The District presented OUEA with a proposal packet for Articles 4, 6, 9, and Appendices. Article 2 was not included in the given proposal packet.

OUEA and the District reached a tentative agreement on Article 4 language.

At the next scheduled bargaining session, OUEA will present the District with a counter proposal packet.

Progress is slow but steady. The teams have scheduled multiple dates for negotiations in March and April.

Make sure you are showing support by wearing your OUEA shirts every Thursday and on bargaining days.

**Next Negotiation sessions will be on**

**March 16 and 18, 2020**
**March 27, 2020**
**April 8, 2020**


www.ouea.org  admin@ouea.org